This paper describes the design of a F'uzzy Logic Scheduled Controllers used for side-slip velocity control of a missile autopilot design. A multiobjective evolutionary algorithm is used to determine the membership function distribution of the fuzzy trajectory controller within an outer loop control system. Scaling factors of the FLC inputs and outputs for each required demand are obtained by using a polynomial fit for a large range of multiple velocity demands (lg,5g, lOg,lSg-lateral acceleration equivalent). The design meets mulitple objectives related to closed loop performance such as: steady state error, overshoot, settling and rise time. Multiple solutions are obtained simultaneously by using nondominated sorting for forming the Pareto front, combined with a reference point approach to incorporate preference information into the GA to direct the search towards feasible desirable areas which satisfy specific values of the objectivesSimulationn results are presented showing the fuzzy gain surface and extreme models in the multip[le model population.
Introduction
Many problems involve simultaneous optimization of multiple objectives and the design of a missile autopilot is one such application area. One of the main requirements for an autopilot design is to yield a fast response with the minimum of overshoot with good accuracy. Fast rise time or settling time can measure the speed of response, and overshoot and steady state level can then complete the measurement of the time response. These measurements or objective functions will produce conflicting requirements as fast responses tend to produce overshoot and damped responses slow down the speed of response. Good steady state error performance usually demands high gains or the inclusion of integrat0rs.n Both of these will produce less stable solutions that have significant overshoot. Hence there is a need to determine the trade-off mechanism for such conflicting requirements and to provide a method for designing such systems. This implies that any method of tuning the trajectory control parameters should consider the four objectives simultaneously: the usual single-objective optimization problem has become multi-objective optimization. This w i l l produce multiple solutions rather than a single solution associated with a single objective. There is also considerable uncertainty in the dyanmics associated with the missile airframe which has to be taken into account in the design process. In previous research 1 1 1 a combination of an input/output linearisation technique (nonlinear control law) and a fuzzy logic trajectory controller has been considered solving the scalar optimization problem. This format is retained but the fuzzy logic trajectory controller is now designed using the multiple objective approach. The paper will look at designing an autopilot for a highly nonlinear missile over large ranges of incidence. The technique will obtain multiple solutions for sideslip velocity control of the missile for a large range of multiple demands, thus exercising the nonlinear model over its entire range. Sideslip velocity demands are considered for both pitch and yaw planes, using the missile rudder and elevator as control surfaces hence yielding a system with 2 inputs and 2 controlled outputs. The autopilot design uses an evolutionary algorithm optimisation approach to a multiple model description of the airframe aerodynamics. This is used to determine the membership function distribution within the outer fuzzy loop control system by using a multi-objective e v e lutionary algorithm that meets objectives related to closed loop performance such as: rising and settling time, steady state error, and overshoot. Fuzzy scheduled controllers having scaling factors on both inputs and outputs by using polynomial fit to allow for a large range of required demands. 
Af(z) and Ag(x).
The feedback linearisation controller will no longer meet the desired performance specifications and hence will not be robust to these uncertainties. The size of the uncertainties Af(s) and Ag(z) can be assessed by scoping the size of the uncertainties in the aerodynamic coefficient C,,
and Cy(, together with the static margin X,,. Uncertainty ranges of f 2 5 % change for C,,, f15% for Cy,, and the most sensitive coefficient, X,,, has an uncertainty range offl.5% have been used in this paper as representive uncertainties in the respecive coefficients.
In order to achieve robust performance against uncertainties, a fuzzy logic outer loop controller (trajectory outer loop) suppliments the feedback linearisation controller. Two fuzzy logic trajectory controllers are used in the outer loop for the horizontal U, and vertical w channels respectively. In order to capture the uncertainty structure a polytope of models is calculated that represent the ver-tex models for the parametric uncertainites in the aerodynamic coefficients. This family is used within a GA optimisation procedure to tune the membership functions and the rules of the fuzzy logic controller. individuals. Non-dominated ranking was then applied to this set and the best 100 were taken for the next generation.
The non-dominated ranking method was used in the evolutionary algorithm to allow the multiobjective problem to be handled easily. A detailed description of the non-dominated ranking process may be found in 
Fuzzy gain scheduled controllers for multiple demands
The fuzzy controllers for the horizontal and vertical channels are shown in figure 1 . The inputs to the controller consist of the sideslip velicity error and its derivative, and the output is the input to the feedback linearisation control loops. Each input variable is covered using 5 membership functions.
The problem of finding a single set of rules for the polytope of models is compounded by the fact that the nonlinear aerodynamics produce a large range in model characteristics. It is not possible for a single controller to satifactorily control all models to the required specification. In order to solve this problem, a scaling factor that is a function of the parametric variables is considered. The greatest variation is seen in the change of incidence cr. For a contstant forward speed V, this translates into a side-slip velocity dependency. 'ihs fuzzy logic controller inputs and outputs are thus scaled by a scaling factor, and the rule parameters are treated as constants to be determined by the evolutionary algorithm. This concept has been used by other workers [SI to improve the performance and stability of fuzzy controllers. In Bonissone's chapterQ [S] , scaling factors of an FLC have been tuned by GA's. Some time scaling factors are used to fine tune the performance of the system in a similar way to the tuning of a PID controller. In [9J the firing of the rules in a fuzzy controller is described with different values for the scaling factors. This demonstrates the fact that the adjustment of the factors is equivalent to the reconstruction of the membership functions in the rule-base.
The three scaling factors (error,derivative of error and output) for each required lateral acceleration demand lg, 29, . . . ,159 have been determined via steady state analysis of the model polytope using the fixed gain trajectory controller around the nominal model. Then a polynomial fitting has then been evaluated to interpolate between the specific velocity demands. The scaling factor for the velocity error is lSt order:
and the polynomial curve for the velocity error scaling factor is shown in figure 2 . The scaling factor for the derivative of error is of a 3rd order polynomial:
and the output scaling factor is of ldt order polynomial.
where p o , . . . ,p4 and qo, q1 are the polynomial fit coefficients for each scaling factors respectively.
Results
The optimization procedure produces multiple solutions and has been able to tune the membership function parameters simultaneously for multiple de- 
Conclusions

